
THE DEPENDENCE OF FRISBEE TRAJECTORY ON ROLL OF LAUNCH

Frisbee trajectory [closed] this is the empirical modeling process: launch a frisbee across a matrix of pitch and roll
angles, launch speeds, frisbee spin speeds.

Schuurmans, M. At release, the disc should be at about 80 DrtG and waist to chest height. Overhand Grip, Top
View Overhand Grip, Bottom View Grip: The fingers of the hand are spread out over the top, with the thumb
under the disc and perpendicular to the rim. A disc tilted leading-edge up will lose speed at the end of the
throw and make a gentle landing; if tilted sideways known in aeronautics terms as roll , it can curve around
objects. Right-side up[ edit ] Right-side up throws are all similar in that they react the same way to the tilt of
the disc when it is released. In order to be thrown flat so that it will travel without curving, the middle finger is
pulled in to the edge of the disc with the index finger and the outer edge of the disc is rotated down, so that the
disc lies at a slight angle to the line of the knuckles. For instance, if another player is trying to block your
throw, you may be able to throw the disc underneath and around his or her arms. It is called the duck due to
the shape of the gripping hand during the throw, as if making a duck shadow puppet. After release, the flat part
of the thumb should point towards the target. A Blade can also be thrown intentionally; this is commonly
called a Roller in disc golf, as they tend to hit the ground and roll for long distances if thrown very near 90
DRtG. Thumber Grip, Top View Thumber Grip, Bottom View Grip: The thumber derives its name from the
grip: the disc is held upside-down with the thumb tightly against the rim and the rest of the hand against the
outside of the disc. Experiment with the cocking and flicking motions to determine how best to produce a
level throw. Push Pass Grip, Top View Push Pass Grip, Bottom View The Push Pass: A little-used variant of
the forehand, it is thrown with a grip similar to a backhand index finger on the outer rim of the disc, thumb on
top, fingers curled underneath but is released on the forehand side. A final flick of the index finger finishes the
release. This throw is used in attempts at The Greatest jumping out of bounds and throwing the frisbee back in
to play while in the air. The wrist "pushes" the disc forward while spin is imparted "backwards" by rolling the
disc off the index finger. A disc that is flying exactly vertically would be at 90 DRtG, etc. A disc that is level
and flying upside-down is considered to be flying at DRtG. The Air Bounce: By putting downward pressure
on the trailing edge back side of the disc as it is released, this throw will sail a short distance at a low height,
then "bounce" up into the air. Upside-down[ edit ] A disc thrown upside-down has a very different flight path
than one thrown right-side up. Thus, the flight equations of motion for the Frisbee are derived. These
coefficients can be estimated using experimental flight data. Inside-out i-o throws green paths occur when the
thrower releases the disc in such a way that it initially comes towards the throwing axis inside-. It's also
common for the flick of the wrist to pull the outside edge of the disc up; to compensate, hold the disc
somewhat loosely, so that the outer edge hangs down slightly. The scoober is an advanced throw that travels in
a path similar to the hammer, although it cannot be thrown as far because it relies almost exclusively on the
wrist for power. The whole body and arm can be allowed to rotate, and the forearm must move very quickly to
impart enough momentum to send the disc a significant distance. Throw: Swing the throwing arm over the
head, turning the disc upside-down somewhere between 90 and DRtG and throwing it up at an angle.


